
Laney Math Dept 

Student Learning Outcomes 

Math 203 — Intermediate Algebra 

SLOs 5 and 6 

Suggested Questions and Solutions 
 

SLO #5: Solve applications involving quadratic equations and the quadratic 

formula 

 

Question: 

A car travels 150 mi at a certain speed.  If the speed had been 5 mph faster, the trip 

would have been made in 1 hour less time.  Find the speed.  Write your answer as a 

complete sentence. 

 

Rubric:  Award up to 10 points total. 

 

 (2 points for creating a table/labelling variables using either one variable or 2 

variables) 

Let r=the speed of the car 

Create a table: 
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r
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 (2 points for writing either a system of equations or a single equation in one 

variable) 

System of equations: 
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 (4 points for solving the equation/equations) 
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Multiplying through by t to clear fractions: 

055150 2  tt , or 

015055 2  tt  

Factoring out the GCF: 



0)30(5 2  tt  

Factoring further: 

0)5)(6(5  tt  

So, either t-6=0 or t+5=0. 

Hence, t=6 or t=-5. 

 

 (1 point for identifying the correct solution) 

Time cannot be negative, so t=6. 

Because r=150/t, r=150/6=25mph. 

 

 (1 point for writing the answer correctly as a complete sentence) 

The speed of the car is 25 mph. 

 

Reporting back the results: 

For each section of Math 203, please email Christine Will back at 

MrsChristineWill@gmail.com with two numbers:  

     

  #students who participated 

  #students who scored 70% or higher (i.e. 7 points or higher) 

 

 

SLO #6: Solve applications involving exponential and logarithmic equations 

 

Question: 

Suppose that $10,000 is invested  at 6% compounded annually. After time t, in years, 

it grows the amount A(t), given by the function: 
ttA )06.1(000,10$)(  . 

Find the amount of time after which there will be $80,000 in the account.  Round to 

the nearest tenth of a year.  Write your answer as a complete sentence. 

 

Rubric:  Award up to 7 points total. 

 

 (1 point for writing the equation correctly.) 

To find the amount of time after which there will be $80,000 in the account, 

substitute $80,000 for A(t): 
t)06.1(000,10000,80   

 (5 points for solving the equation correctly, one for each step.) 

 Dividing both sides by 10,000: 
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t)06.1(8   

 Taking the common logarithm of both sides, 
t)06.1log(8log   



 Since MkM a

k

a loglog  , 
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 Dividing both sides by log(1.06), 
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 (1 point for writing the answer correctly as a complete sentence.) 

There will be $80,000 in the account after about 36.7 years. 

 

Reporting back the results: 

For each section of Math 203, please email Christine Will back at 

MrsChristineWill@gmail.com with two numbers:  

     

  #students who participated 

  #students who scored 70% or higher (i.e. 5 points or higher) 

 


